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Swiss jeweler Chopard is happily looking back on a titan in the world of women's watches.

Credited as the watch that carved a space for Chopard as a difference maker in the world of watchmaking, the
jeweler has released a vignette highlighting the Happy Sport model. Lauded as an icon within the brand, the
timepiece serves as a symbol of passion and joie de vivre of Caroline Scheufele, designer of the watch and
president of Chopard.

"Instantly recognizable as an original, forever present in our lives, an icon represents a turning point, a step forward,
a new horizon, a revolution, a symbolic moment, a pioneer, an advocate," an omniscient narrator bellows.

"They are forever remembered."

Happy happenstance
The vignette tracks the history behind the Happy Sport timepiece. Envisioned by Ms. Scheufele in 1993, it became a
groundbreaking symbol in the world of women's luxury watches.

The vignette tracks how the model became so popular that it expanded into new territories, with new materials, in
disparate shapes, colors, settings and complications.

Ms. Scheufele's joyful spirit radiates from the timepiece

Chopard viewed the model as an exquisite opportunity to experiment and expand in creativity, with the spirit of Ms.
Scheufele interwoven in every development.

The Happy Sport tracks Ms. Scheufele's universe, with disparate iterations reflecting different adventures: a cerulean
iteration reflective of her swims in the ocean, a watch face spotlighting a rose reflecting delightful film screenings, a
celestial offering reflecting her willingness to go to the moon and back and more.

Since it was first designed in 1993, Happy Sport watches have embodied more than 1,000 variations.
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The timepiece not only reflects Ms. Scheufele's exuberance but that of any wearer of the Happy Sport.

"Forever filling every woman's heart with pure joy," the narrator says.

Ms. Scheufele has been a driving force in helping Chopard soar to new heights.

"Chopard Legacy" runs nearly five minutes and is a deep dive into the roots of the partnership between the brand
and the Cannes film festival, beginning with Ms. Scheufele, connecting with the festival in the 1990s. An omniscient
narrator describes the meeting as "the start of a beautiful love story."

As footage and images of Ms. Scheufele sketching permeate, the narrator explains that she was tasked with
redesigning the Palme d'Or trophy, an award that honors the best movie screened at the gathering (see story).
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